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ABSTRACT 

 

 Most of the new repertoire for solo trumpet and large ensemble consists of a 

hard or professional level, employing traditional forms like concertos, themes, and 

variations. Roberto Sierra's Rapsodia for Solo Trumpet and Wind Ensemble is an 

atonal piece that breaks with conventional musical forms and brings a new language to 

the solo trumpet literature.  

Sierra’s (1953) elaborate and mature catalog published by Subito Music 

Corporation is currently being performed in prestigious venues and ensembles all over 

the world. The purpose of this investigation is to explore the contribution Roberto 

Sierra makes to the trumpet repertoire with Rapsodia for Solo Trumpet and Wind 

Ensemble by analyzing the piece and interviewing Roberto Sierra, Steven Trinkle, and 

Brian Shaw. Roberto Sierra’s Rapsodia for Solo Trumpet and Wind Ensemble has 

excellent potential for performance as well as meaningful pedagogical applications. 

Therefore, it should be considered more seriously as a standard piece in the trumpet 

repertoire.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION  

 

Composers have known about the harmonic series when writing music for the 

trumpet during the Baroque period. The valve system during the 1800s gave the 

trumpet the capability of using the chromatic scale through its whole range in an era 

where composers began exploring harmonically with modulations that would leave the 

natural trumpet as an instrument of the past. These developments lead to more 

repertoire where the trumpet gained more prominent roles, especially in the solo 

literature. In the world of post-tonal composition for brass, the challenges of chromatic 

playing and technical design are even more central.  

Modern composers often look for new sonorities and new structures for their 

works. Rhapsodies have a level of freedom, bringing a variety of contrasting sections 

without the compromise of repeating an exact thematic material like the recapitulation 

in a sonata. There is a handful of rhapsodies in comparison to the vast number of 

concertos, sonatas, and variations on themes in the trumpet literature. Most of these 

rhapsodies date from the 20th century onwards.  

The atonal music movement also began during this century. Composers began 

using much more extensive collections of pitches outside of the common practice 

period. Some of these new practices including the adoption of modal, octatonic, whole 

tones, and hexatonic scales, among other collections of pitch and pitch-class 

sets.  Therefore, performers and instrument designers are required to prepare for the 

corresponding new technical demands. 
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Roberto Sierra exposes the chromatic trumpet’s capacity to project solo 

phrases with a non-traditional atonal language in a declamatory fashion characteristic 

of a rhapsody. Sierra studied at the Conservatory of Music of Puerto Rico. In 1979 he 

worked with George Ligeti at the Hamburg Hochschule fur Musik where they 

developed a process combining elements of Puerto Rican, African, Jazz, Salsa, and 

Latin American folksong. Sierra calls it 'tropicalization,' with this stylistic approach. 

Sierra has earned the recognition of leading orchestras and festivals around the world. 

His many works include solo, duo, keyboard, chamber, choral, vocal, wind ensemble, 

concertos, and orchestra compositions.  His solo works include the following 

rhapsodies: Rapsodia for solo trumpet and wind ensemble, Caribbean Rhapsody for 

Soprano and Tenor Saxophones (one player), and chamber orchestra and Rapsódico 

for solo violin and orchestra.1  

My research focuses on Rapsodia for solo trumpet and Wind Ensemble as an 

atonal piece in the trumpet literature. The interest of my research is to address the 

origin of the piece, the details and musical elements of its composition, and various 

performance considerations. My principal methodology has been to create a detailed 

musical analysis and to balance that material with interviews I have conducted with 

the composer and several performers. 

 

 

 
1 Laurie, Schulman (2001) Biography of Roberto Sierra, Oxford Music Online Accessed on August 5th, 
2019. Conservatory of Music of Puerto Rico 
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CHAPTER II 

HISTORY OF THE TRUMPET’S CAPACITY TO 
EXECUTE CHROMATICS 

 

Edward Tarr mentions Johannes de Grocheo’s “De arte musicae” as a source 

around the year 1300 that talks about trumpet players being able to play the first four 

partials of the harmonic series, these perfect consonances are the octave, fifth and 

fourth. 2 Continued development of the trumpet mouthpiece helped trumpeters to play 

the upper partials of the harmonic series, where the distance between partials is closer 

than the lower partials. This development led not only to an expansion in range, but 

also helped trumpet players with control over dynamics, and tuning; these three 

essential factors were establishing the trumpet into art music. 

Additionally, instrument designers continued to address problems with the 

tuning of specific notes of the harmonic series. On the natural trumpet, not all notes 

are in tune with the modern ‘well-tempered’ system. The trumpeter could correct these 

impure partials by changing the tension of the lips in the embouchure; trumpeters call 

this technique ‘lipping.’ With this technique, early trumpet players would correct 

partials, for example lipping down the 11th partial G which is between G and G#, and 

lipping up the 13th partial B which is flat. 3  

 

Figure 1.1 Harmonic series in D 

 
2 Edward Tarr. 1988. The Trumpet, 1st ed. London: B.T. Batsford Ltd.,  42, 
3 Sarkissian and Tarr, Trumpet, Oxford Music Online, 4-5 
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The harmonic series in D. The + sign indicates sharp notes, the – signs indicate flat 

notes.  The following example from the Giusseppe Torelli’s (1658-1709) Trumpet 

Concerto in D shows that the diatonic movement exists from the D5 line upwards. 

Below D5, Torelli writes notes that are part of the arpeggio (D, F#, A,). 4 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Giuseppe Torelli, Concerto in D for Trumpet Strings and Continuo, 1658 
m. 1-18) 

 

The Classical style brought a series of technical challenges for trumpet players. 

Composers like Joseph Haydn (1732-1809), W.A. Mozart (1756-1791) , and Ludwig 

van Beethoven (1770-1827) began giving the trumpet a more focal tutti function. The 

new style of the 1800's began to have multiple keys and for the trumpet this means 

that they needed time to change crooks to the upcoming key, affecting the practice of 

having the trumpet carry the melody. Often composers employed a heroic character on 

climaxes and short fanfares, also the range was reduced to the twelfth partial, making 

the clarino register a stylistic trait of the past.5 

 

 
4 Giuseppe Torelli, Concerto in D for Trumpet Strings and Continuo, 1658 
5 Tarr, The Trumpet. p. 144 
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Prior to the invention of the valve, several different experimental instruments 

dealt with chromaticism, including stop stopped trumpet (ca. 1775-ca. 1840). This was 

a natural trumpet whose bore was bent so that the player could reach the bell with the 

hand, in the fashion of the French horn. The technique of hands-stopping was first 

used on the horn by Anton Joseph Hampel (1710-1771 and transferred to the trumpet 

by Michael Woggel (1748-1811). Hand-stopping permitted lowering the pitch by a 

half-step and even, at times, a whole step of the instrument’s harmonic series.6 

Another instrument which similarly attempted to enable chromaticism prior to 

the invention of the valve system was the keyed trumpet (ca. 1775 ca. 1840). The first 

keyed trumpets were pitched in D or E, and employed crooks in order to accommodate 

different keys, in the fashion of the natural horn. Around 1815 newer versions were 

added: pitched in G and A.  

However, the problem with crooks in keyed instruments is that once the 

instrument is made with fixed tone holes, extensions which change the bore length 

will create intonation problems. Anton Weidinger premiered Haydn and Hummel 

trumpet concertos scored for the keyed trumpet in 1800 and 1803 respectively. In 

these works, Haydn makes more use of chromatic phrases, including modulations to 

remote keys, while Hummel’s concerto in E includes modulations to C major. These 

two pieces employ trumpet writing which was uniquely challenging for the time they 

were written. 7 

 

 
6 Ibid. p. 147 
7 Edward H Tarr, “The Romantic Trumpet,” Historic Brass Society Journal, no. 5 March (1993): 110–
3215. 
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Figure 1.3 J.N. Hummel, Trumpet Concerto in E, 1803 m. 127-185 

 

 

 As a result, the invention of the valve 1815 brought a series of advantages that 

previous attempts had not overcome. The stopped trumpet required the player to cover 

the bell of the instrument; this affected the quality and evenness of the sound, making 

the neighbor tones sound dull compared to the open notes. Despite the enhanced 

agility of the keyed trumpet, it also had a similar problem when the trumpeter played 

notes on open keys versus closed, affecting the tone quality. 

The fundamental breakthrough concept behind the valve is that the mechanism 

would deviate the air into a slightly larger tube, making the overall instrument larger, 
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and thus accessing the corresponding harmonic series efficiently and consistently. The 

addition of more valves provided the advantage of accessing notes placed in other 

harmonic series according to the length of the tube. This mechanism thus provided 

chromatic agility to the instrument without sacrificing tone quality and evenness of 

sound.  

The first patent for a keyed trumpet was filed by Charles Clagget in 1788. 

Apparently, Clagget did not found investors willing to invest in his patent since there 

is no evidence of it having influenced the making of future valve systems, and none of 

his instruments have survived. Other variants developed in the same. include the 

“box” or “square” valve in 1820 developed by Heinrich Stoelzel with Friedrich 

Bluhmel, the “Vienna Valve” patented in 1830 by Leopold Uhlmann, the rotary valve 

by Joseph Riedl in 1835. Francois Perinet developed in 1839 a piston valve which 

improved upon the tubular valve; the piston valve is thus commonly used in modern 

trumpets.8 

Even though new valve systems gave brass instruments enhanced capabilities, 

there was a continued general perception of the trumpet as a limited instrument whose 

function was still playing fanfares based on triads and broken arpeggios. Frederick 

Corder captures this common perception in his treatise of orchestration in 1894, saying 

that melodies on the trumpet were “dangerous” and adding that “most musical hearers 

are solely offended at hearing on this instrument a melody which departs very 

markedly from the natural scale.”9   

 

 

 

 
8 Frederick Corder, “The Orchestra and How to Write for it: A Practical Guide to Every Branch and 
Detail of Modern Orchestration”,5th edn. (London: J. Curwen [1896]) p. 55 quoted in John Wallace and 
Alexander McGrattan, The Trumpet, 1st. edn. (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2011). p. 
200 
9 Ibid.p. 200 
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The Conservatories’ role in the valve trumpet’s literature 
 

The first music conservatory was established in Paris in 1795 and played a 

significant role in providing new solo music and methods for the new valve trumpet. 

Under Francois Georges Auguste Dauverne, in 1833, the trumpet curriculum was fully 

established. Dauverne wrote a historical overview in where he describes how the valve 

trumpet arrived in Paris in 1826 and how trumpeters adopted its use into the orchestra. 

Perceiving the valve trumpet to have with enormous potential, Dauverne encouraged 

composers to write music for it and makers to copy it this design . A crucial part of the 

conservatory’s performance curriculum was the Concours de Prix, an annual 

competition for soloists in which contestants played a contest piece (morceaux). For 

this competition, Dauverne provided some compositions of his own in its first years; 

after that, his successor Jules-Henri-Louis Cerclier became a successor and composed 

three pieces for the contest. 10 

In Belgium, the Conservatory of Liege was founded in 1826, following the 

model of the Paris conservatory. Theo Charlier became the professor of trumpet and 

cornet at Liege Conservatory in 1901. Charlier composed a methodical collection 

of Thirty-Six Transcendent Studies in 1926 as a pedagogical tool covering the new 

techniques of finger dexterity for the valve trumpet with rhythm, articulation, and 

slurs.11 The collection is widely used in the present day in trumpet studios and 

professional auditions. . 12 

In Prague, the director of the Conservatory, Bedrich Divis (Frederick 

Dionysus) Weber, wrote one of the first pieces for solo valve trumpet and 

orchestra, Variations in F (c.1827). Joseph Kail became the first trumpet professor and 

 
10 Ibid. p. 203-204 
11 Theo Charlier, 36 Etudes Transcendantes pour Trompette, Cornet a pistons, ou Bugle Bb.,2nd 
edition, Paris: Alphonse Leduc 1946 
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wrote a set of Variations for the Trumpet in F in 1827. Other notable works from this 

period in Prague include Conradin Kreutzer’s Variations on God Save the King (1826) 

for two trumpets and orchestra, Variations Concertante (1823) adapted for valve 

trumpet, valved trombone and piano, Variations in G for Chromatic Trumpet and 

Orchestra, and Kalliwoda’s Potpurri for Two Valve Trumpets and Orchestra (1832).13 

In Spain, the Real Conservatorio de Música Maria Cristina was established in 

Madrid in 1830 with Jose de Juan Martinez as a teacher of clarin and keyed trumpet. 

The Metodo de Clarin, written by Jose de Juan, is derived from the method by David 

Buhl, including the Spanish Cavalry’s military calls.14 

In Italy, the Conservatory of Milan was founded in 1808.The first trumpet of 

the Royal Opera of Parma, Raniero Cacciamani(1818-1885), published a method for 

the valve trumpet (Milan 1853) and later a collection of solos for trumpet and piano. 

This repertoire was mainly sets of airs and variations on popular opera melodies by 

Bellini, Donizetti, and Verdi. Domizio Zanichelli also wrote a method for the valve 

trumpet (Milan 1855), and Amilcare Ponchielli(1834-1886) wrote a Concerto in F and 

another in Eb.15 

In Austria, the Leipzig Conservatory began in 1843. The trombonist at the 

Imperial Royal Court Opera House in Vienna, Andreas Nemetz, wrote the General 

Trumpet Method (Vienna 1828). This method includes portions dedicated to the keyed 

and valve trumpet and it is one of the earliest methods intended specifically for valve 

trumpet. The cornetist and trumpeter Julius Kosleck arranged with Kuhnert a series of 

famous works for cornet and piano, published by Adolph Furstner. Kosleck’s Grosse 

Schule for Cornet a Piston and Trumpet (Leipzig 1872) is written for the trumpet in 

 
13 Wallace and McGrattan, The Trumpet. p. 207 
14 Ibid. p. 207-208 
15 Ibid. p. 208- 209 
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low F. Ernst Sachse composed several solo works like the concerto for trumpet simple, 

and 100 celebrated transposition studies for trumpet.16 

Germany’s cultural influence is present in the Russian school with teachers like 

Wilhelm Wurn, who moved to St. Petersburg in 1847. Wurn became the professor of 

trumpet at the St. Petersburg Conservatoire in 1867. In 1879 he wrote his Method for 

Playing the Cornet. In 1899 another German, Willy (Vasily Georgiyevich) Brandt 

became the trumpet professor in Moscow. His thirty-four etudes on orchestral excerpts 

are still widely used in music school in the present day17 

The second quarter of the nineteenth century saw a movement of early music 

revival, Which reveals a new kind of historicist self-consciousness about older music. 

” This movement made a significant impact on the development of the solo repertoire 

just at the same time that the regular use of the valve trumpet was emerging. An 

important event for this revival was Mendelssohn’s performance of Bach’s St. Mathew 

Passion at the Berlin Singakademie in 1829. Though Bach’s choral works were played 

more from the middle of the century onward, the idea that the original trumpet parts 

were unplayable on modern trumpets became common. The idea of a smaller trumpet 

with a higher harmonic series became common in trumpeters like Hippolyte Duhem 

(1828-1911) who had a trumpet in D made by Courtois, Xavier-Napoleon Teste had 

one in D and in G made by Besson. Victor Mahillon made the first piccolo trumpet in 

Bb used by Adolph Sherbaum (1909-2000) for playing works of Bach and Handel, 

and Theo who played Brandenburg Concerto No. 2 in its original tessitura on a piccolo 

trumpet in G also by Mahillon. This, in turn, led 19th-century valve trumpeters to 

begin to play baroque repertoire on smaller trumpets. 18 

At the same time, in the early twentieth century, radio, records, and films 

emerged as new mediums that helped the spread of both new concert music and jazz. 

 
16 Ibid. p. 209- 2011 
17 Ibid. p. 217- 219 
18 Ibid. p. 225- 227 
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The trumpet’s soloistic idiom and its chromatic expectations grew much with the 

combination of both modern and jazz influences and a re-emergence of the trumpet 

virtuoso. Composers like Mahler and Strauss had exploited a new level of virtuosity 

with more solos and more complex parts. The trumpet was considered to be mainly an 

orchestral instrument, while the cornet was mainly a solo instrument, especially due to 

its popularity in vernacular music, ragtime, and jazz. Most jazz players, for example, 

used the cornet. Louis Armstrong played the cornet and only switched later to 

trumpet. 19 

Since the invention of the valve in the early 1800’s the trumpet has developed 

exponentially as a soloistic instrument and its chromatic and technical capacities have 

likewise expanded. Prior to the 19th century, aesthetic presumptions about the 

instrument’s limitations prioritized an idiom based purely on tradition. It was the 

vision of early 19th century specialists like Dauverne, with the morceau de 

concourse, that began a movement that in turn led to a repertoire that reshape the 

trumpet’s idiom. The ubiquity of the valve system, roughly coincident with the 

“Historicism” movement, expanded the trumpet’s solo repertoire since players began 

to use smaller valve trumpets to play solo repertoires from baroque composers such as 

Telemann, Vivaldi, Bach, and Handel,works that had initially been performed on 

natural trumpet. Furthermore, the versatility that the small valve trumpet provided 

allowed players to perform transcribed concertos, sonatas, and suites composed for 

instruments like the violin, oboe, and flute. The combination of all these historical 

factors led, in the 19th century, to the emergence of the trumpet as a soloistic 

instrument.   

  

 

 

 
19 Ibid. p. 242 
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Rhapsody: definitions and characteristics 
 

There Most definitions about a rhapsody agree in the origin from the Greek 

term rhapsōdos, a term used to describe declamation or recitation of epic poetry. The 

Oxford Dictionary of Music states that in music, the Rhapsodies are continuous as 

opposed to many works in classical music where a piece of music may have several 

contrasting movements and tend to have a popular, national or folkloric melody. 

C.F.D Schubart's Musicaliche Rhapsodien is one of the earliest known collection of 

songs for voice with piano accompaniment that included a few solo pieces for 

keyboard. This work by C.F.D Schubart related between the literary Rhapsodies of 

contemporaries like Klopstok, Gerstenberg, and Herder. Rhapsodies for solo piano go 

back as early as 1802 with Gallenberg's op. 5. However, the improvisatory, agitated, 

elegiac, and impassioned moods often associated with a Rhapsody influenced mainly 

of Václav Jan Křtitel Tomášek. They influence many composers during the early 

1800s attempting to portray the literary and poetic character of the Rhapsody in 

instrumental music. 

During the 19th century, the Rhapsody's 'épic' character developed into the 

orchestra's large colors, acquiring a nationalistic identity mostly under Franz Liszt. His 

Hungarian Rhapsodies for piano(no. 1-15, 1846-7; 16-19, 1882-5), among other 

works, made the Rhapsody more significant, leaving behind the perception of being 

Hausmusik or simple music for amateurs.  

According to John Rink, it would be "futile" to find similarities among 

rhapsodies, but in many of these works, we could see an "inspired,  rhapsodically 

character often expressed in an idiosyncratic even improvisatory form."20 Therefore 

this research does not focus on comparing Rhapsodies since the term Rhapsody does 

not imply specific characteristics on sound, harmony, melody, rhythm or growth. 

 
20 John Rink. "Rhapsody," Oxford Music Online. Accessed Aug. 5th, 2019  
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Instead the purpose is to capture the style of Roberto Sierra and describe those same 

elements as a guide to performers. 
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CHAPTER III 

ANALYSIS ON RAPSODIA FOR TRUMPET & WIND 
ENSEMBLE BY ROBERTO SIERRA 

 

Instrumentation 

 

Often Wind Ensemble Music has more than one musician per part. However, 

this piece requires at least 36 musicians if a Wind Ensemble plays with one musician 

per part, as suggested by Dr. Trinkle. The Following is a detailed description of the 

instrumentation required on the woodwinds, brass, percussion, keyboard, and solo 

parts. The woodwind section consists of a piccolo, two flutes (alto flute), oboe, three 

clarinets in Bb, two bassoons, two alto saxophones, tenor saxophone, baritone 

saxophone. The brass section consists of four horns in F, four trumpets in Bb, four 

trombones, two baritones, two tubas. The percussion consists of timpani and three 

percussion parts in which the following instruments appear: xylophone, vibraphone, 

marimba, bass drum, two gongs, brake drum, tam-tam, suspended cymbal, chimes, 

bongos, glockenspiel, snare drum, maracas, tom-toms, congas, and cencerro. The 

keyboard part alternates between piano and celesta. 
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Methodology 

 
The sonorities of the piece are not based on major or minor scales or based on 

dominant chords resolving to a so-called tonic chord. In other words, this piece does 

not have functional harmony and traditional voice leading, even though there are 

pitches that bring a tonal center. Therefore, the use of roman numerals cannot describe 

the sonorities since it is music written with a different technique where pitches are not 

considered consonant or dissonant as in tonal music. Composers of Post-tonal music 

uses specific pitches, pitch classes, and pitch-class sets to organize melody and 

harmony. Since there are 12 semitones, the method of analysis will be arithmetic 

modulo 12, also known as Mod.12. Using this Mod 12 system, we can describe each 

pitch utilizing a clock face.21 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Clock-face for Mod. 12 system  

 

 

 
21 Joseph N Strauss. Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory, 3rd edn. (Prentice Hall, 2005), 5-6. 
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This is how Roberto Sierra talked about the development of his style in 

Rapsodia: 

OR: Where does this piece stands in the evolution of your compositional style? 

 

RS: It is atonal, it can have tonal chords, but this piece does not have the 

Dominant-Tonic functions of a traditional tonal piece. Let’s call it free 

atonality since it is not a 12-tone piece. 

 

Description of contrasting sections of  Rapsodia for Solo Trumpet & 
Wind Ensemble 

 

Roberto Sierra's Rapsodia for Solo Trumpet & Wind Ensemble is a piece in one 

movement with five contrasting sections. In the interview with Roberto Sierra, the fact 

that there are not many Rhapsodies in the instrumental literature when compared to the 

number of Concerti was addressed:   

 

RS: The Term Rapsodia has been used historically to denominate pieces that 

are not a Sonata, Scherzo, or song. It is a free form that is not subject to 

predetermined structures. It is a piece in sections; these sections are 

contrasting. It is a term that I have used for later works like I have used the 

term Rhapsody for other works like Rapsodico for violin and orchestra and 

Caribbean Rhapsody. 

 

OR: So, you did not want to follow these strict forms like the Concerto, 

Sonata? 

 

RS: Exactly, I wanted to have everything in one movement. 22 

 
22 Roberto Sierra, phone interviewed by author, Nov. 11, 2019 
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Con Libertad (With Freedom) m. 1-20 
 

The meter is 4/4, and the quarter note equals 72 beats per minute (bpm). The 

piece begins with a 16th note chord on beat one containing the following notes from 

high to low: A, C, F, E, D#, B, Bb, Gb, Db. This sforzando short chord is the first 

impression of the piece that repeats itself during the first 20 measures. This gesture 

will appear in the coda towards the end of the piece in m. 281-287. Not only is it 

marked as sforzando, but it is also the gesture where most instruments tend to play. 

This gesture repeats itself 12 times during this 20 measure section and that the bass 

note of each does not repeat forming the following set: Bb, C, B, D, E, A, G, G#, F, 

Eb, C#, F#(T, 0, E, 2, 4, 9, 7, 8, 5, 3, 1, 6). This 12-note row is only present at the 

beginning, and in the rest of the piece, there is no evidence of being used for thematic 

material. Roberto Sierra talked about this opening of Rapsodia, Sierra’s reaction:  

 

OR: I noticed a peculiarity, I counted these short-accented chords on the 

downbeat, and there are 12, I also found a 12 series on it. 

 

RS: Based on what you are saying, this gesture is a 12-tone aggregate. 23  

 

After the 16th note chord, the Trumpet solo part plays the first melodic line lasting 

three measures (mm. 1- 3). The opening phrase can be divided into three motives 

containing three trichords of: 

 

 1st) A, Bb, Db (014)   

 2nd) A, Bb, C (013) and  

 3rd) B, D, A (026) at the end. 

 
 

23 Ibid. 
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Figure 2.2 Trumpet solo m. 1-3 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

Meanwhile, the harmony has the clarinet section playing a tetrachord of F, C, 

Gb, Db (0156) in measure one while the horns play F#, C, D (026), the saxophones 

answered with the same chord on m. 2. While the saxophones play this (026), the flute 

plays an ascending octatonic scale starting on D (2,3,5,6,8,9, E,0). The clarinet plays a 

similar ascending scale with an octatonic collection 3 (01346), followed by an (0235) 

starting on G#. The piccolo plays an ascending (013468) with quintuplets; this 

collection can also be analyzed as an (0134) doing an elision with an (024). In 

measure three, the horns and baritone play a fanfare phrase with G, F, B (026) that are 

related by T5 to the previous (026) gesture of the saxophones. Several octatonic 

gestures occur on m. 3 with the flute, oboe, and clarinets before the next occurrence of 

the 12-note aggregate or "tutti" gesture on downbeat of measure 4. 24 

 

 

 
24 Roberto Sierra, Rapsodia for Solo Trumpet & Wind Ensemble. p. 1, Subito Music Corp. 1996 
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Figure 2.3 Score, m. 1-4 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 
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Immediately after the aggregate gesture, the solo trumpet plays G, Ab, F (013), 

and on downbeat of m. 5 the solo trumpet plays in sixteenth notes C, B, D, Eb (0134) 

while the oboe plays the same collection inverted Eb, D, B, C (0134). On Downbeat of 

m. 6, the tenor saxophone plays in sixteenth notes Ab, G, E, F (0134), which is related 

to the previous solo trumpet gesture by T5. 25 

 

 
Figure 2.4 Oboe and solo trumpet m.5 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

 Then the third gesture of 12-tone aggregate occurs at the fourth beat of m. 6, 

this time with piccolo, oboe, first clarinet, first trumpet, and xylophone play chromatic 

thirty-second note gesture (0123) with the flute playing an (0134) and the keyboard is 

combining both tetrachords with an (0123456). The solo trumpet phrase on m. 7-8, the 

third beat of m. 7 with two eighth notes, three triplets, and four sixteenth notes creates 

a sense of accelerando towards the third beat. The flute, oboe, clarinets, and keyboard 

respond with A, Bb, C, Db(0134) chord that stays until the first beat of the next 

measure. The solo trumpet plays an octatonic scale with a quintuplet on beat 4 of m. 8 

and a sextuplet on beat 1 of m. 9, leading with a crescendo to the next aggregate 

gesture on beat two of m. 9. 
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Figure 2.5 Solo trumpet m. 7-9 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

  After the 12-tone aggregate of beat two on m. 10, the trombones answer the 

solo trumpet with a fanfare phrase that starts with Eb, G, A (026), and with a glissando 

transpose that collection by T3 to G, Bb, C (026). This motion on the trombones 

anticipates the solo trumpet phrase of m. 11, while the 1st alto saxophone plays an A 

locrian scale against a G dorian scale on the 2nd saxophone.  

After the aggregate gesture of m. 11 the solo trumpet plays the phrase that the 

trombones anticipated one measure earlier while the horns are playing a concert Db 

major triad against G, A, C# (026) in the trumpets.  

On m. 13 second beat is the fifth time the 12-tone aggregate appears, the solo 

trumpet plays a series of ascending scales, first octatonic in quintuplets starting on D, 

then an octatonic in sextuplets with two sixteenth's note pickup and an F lydian scale 

ending with an F#. The wind ensemble responds with the 12-tone aggregate gesture 

where the 1st trombone, horns, and trumpets hold a chord with the notes C, D, E, G, 

Ab, Bb (024689), this collection is also an elision of whole-tone (0246) with an (013), 

an excellent example of Sierra combining the diatonic with the chromatic.  

The solo trumpet continues ascending with G#, A, Bb (012) chromatic with an 

octave leap. On m. 16 beat three there is another gesture of the 12-tone aggregate, this 

gesture occurs during the solo trumpet phrase with an (0134) approached by a minor 

third and continues with a minor third after the (0134). After the 12-tone aggregate 

gesture on m. 17 the solo trumpet melody has F#, A, G, E, D# (01346) with D#, B, D 
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(014) with F, G, B (026) with triplets in the trumpets that hold the chord thru the 

aggregate gesture in the 4th beat of m. 18. The solo trumpet continues with a G# 

locrian scale that begins with triplets then sixteenth notes leading to a 12-tone 

aggregate on m. 19.  

On measure 20, the meter changes to 3/4, the downbeat of m. 20 has the last 

12-tone aggregate gesture followed by the solo trumpet playing Eb, G, E (014). Beat 3 

of this measure has the clarinets playing C# and F# in sextuplets anticipating m. 21, 

where the next section Veloz. 

 

Figure 2.6 Clarinet m. 20 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 
 

Overall, this opening section of the piece is very independent not only in the 

trumpet part but also in the rest of the wind ensemble. Sierra creates an environment 

of uncertainty by having many separate lines surrounding the soloist line, which 

exposes some of the collections that will predominate in the piece. The solo trumpet 

melody does not have a symmetric phrasing that can let the listener know or have any 

expectation of the melodic material. This aspect makes this opening section have a 

declamatory feel that fits into the unpredictable character associated with rhapsodies. 

Brian Shaw commented about the challenges of performing this piece: 

 

OR: Are there any unusual challenges in putting this piece together? 
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BS: The fact the there was nothing to listen to. I wanted to hear it. Con 

Libertad and mm. 281. The "tutti" chords placement are kind of random, so I 

had to marked it in my part. I asked them to record rehearsals. 

 

This section features an atmosphere similar to an opening cadenza, where the 

melodic line on the solo part is what holds the piece together. At the same time, the 

rest of the ensemble reacts to the solo melodic line with the 12-tone aggregate gesture.  

The chords and melodic lines formed during this segment of the piece are 

embellishments to establish an atmosphere rather than having a harmonic function or 

exposure of thematic material. This segment can be interpreted as a cadenza were 

Sierra utilizes a strict tempo of quarter note equals 72 that serves the practical use of 

keeping the entire ensemble together. The first three measures expose some of the 

main sonorities in the solo trumpet, an 014, 013, and 026. These collections will be 

present in the rest of the work. Sierra utilizes the clarinets in measure 20 to make a 

transition into the next section. 

 

Veloz (Fast) m. 21- 159 

 

Meanwhile, the harmony has the clarinet section playing a tetrachord of F, C, 

Gb, Db (0156) in measure one while the horns play F#, C, D (026), the saxophones 

answered with the same chord on m. 2. While the saxophones play this (026), the flute 

plays an ascending octatonic scale starting on D (2,3,5,6,8,9, E,0). The clarinet plays a 

similar ascending scale with an Octatonic collection 3 (01346), followed by an (0235) 

starting on G#. The piccolo plays an ascending (013468) with quintuplets; this 

collection can also be analyzed as an (0134) doing an elision with an (024). In 

measure three, the horns and baritone play a fanfare phrase with G, F, B (026) that are 

related by T5 to the previous (026) gesture of the saxophones. Several octatonic 
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gestures occur on m. 3 with the flute, oboe, and clarinets before the next occurrence of 

the 12-note aggregate or "tutti" gesture on downbeat of measure 4.  

In the previous section, Roberto Sierra had the tempo at 72 bpm per quarter 

note. In m. 20 the clarinets had a sextuplet subdivision that anticipated the new tempo 

of dotted eighth note = 144 beats per minute (bpm). From m. 21 until m. 64, the meter 

of this section alternates between 6/16 and 2/4, the dotted quarter note of the 6/16 

equals the quarter note of the 2/4 creating a contrast between triple and duple meter. 

Another curious fact of this section is that between m.21 and m. 64, where this triple 

and duple meter contrast occurs, the soloist is muted, and it will only play during the 

6/16 sections and not the 2/4 sections.  

Measure 21 begins this section with constant sixteenth notes that are passed by 

between different instruments. This section starts with flute and oboe playing E, D, B, 

C, Bb, (01246). The phrase does an elision with the next measure 22 with A, B, D, C#, 

D# (01246). The tenor saxophone repeats this fragment of (01246) on m. 22 playing 

G, F, D, Eb, C# (01246), then the baritone sax and marimba playing Bb, C, B, D, E, 

F# (01246) on m. 23. On m. 24, the tenor saxophone and marimba have C#, B, C, A, 

G (01246). From m. 25 to m. 26, the baritone has a phrase where this set appears 

twice, first F#, G#, G, Bb, C (01246) continuing with D, C, C#, A#, G# (01246). In m. 

27 piccolo, flute, clarinet and trumpet play F, G, F#, A, B (01246) against the 

trombones playing C#, B, C, A, G (01246). From m. 28- 33, the meter changes to 2/4 

into a denser texture with a variety of similar rhythms coinciding and finding each 

other.  

Many of these rhythms are related to clave rhythms found in Salsa music. It is 

essential to refer to this comparison since Roberto Sierra has stated that his music is 

always Puerto Rican even though that in the case of Rapsodia for Solo Trumpet and 

Wind Ensemble is not folkloric a has an approached closer to absolute music.  
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This segment from m. 28- 33 is abundant in the use of (026) in the melody. 

From m. 34- 40 the meter goes back to 6/16, the texture is light with the horns playing 

a pedal C, D (02) through the entire segment. The woodwinds play a series of 

ascending and descending scales one at a time and the solo trumpet playing muted. 

The melodic line of the solo trumpet goes as follows: C, Db, Bb (013), F, G, B (026), 

Ab, Bb, Db, C, D#, E (013468) and E, F#, G (013).  

From m. 41- 45 meter goes to 2/4 with similar (026) sonorities and syncopated 

rhythms to m. 28- 33. From m. 46- 52 is like m. 34- 40 with the meter going back to 

6/16, this time with the horns playing a (025) the woodwinds with independent short-

scale gestures and the solo trumpet playing muted with most phrases based on an 

(013).  

The next set of measures 53- 55, the meter goes to 2/4 with a syncopated 

phrase based on (0268) and (0246) on the woodwinds and piano taking the whole 

three measure segment. The clarinets answer imitating the initial syncopated gesture 

on m. 54, while the low brass responds with a contrasting rhythm.  

The meter goes back to 6/16 from m. 56- 62 with the solo trumpet again 

playing muted. The alto saxophone and flute answer the solo trumpet trills from m. 

59- 62. The trombones with the third trumpet play a pedal A and Bb (02) through m. 

57- 62 with horns and trumpets 1, 2, 4 joining with a (01234679) chord with a 

crescendo before m. 63, where the meter changes to 2/4 until m. 64 and most of the 

wind ensemble plays a unison syncopated rhythm based on a (026).  

On m. 65, the solo trumpet plays open, and the meter stays on 6/16. It is fair to 

say that even though that m. 21- 64 can be considered a sub-section of this segment 

Veloz since the call and response interaction between the muted solo trumpet phrases 

in a 6/16 meter and the response in 2/4 meter from the rest of the wind ensemble is a 

unique interaction occurring only in this segment and the texture from the sections in 
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6/16 meter seems to be more like a chamber ensemble. In contrast, the 2/4 parts seem 

to be this "tutti" dense reaction to the 6/16 segments played by the trumpet solo.  

Once arrived at m. 65, the meter stays constant on 6/16 until 157. On the 

downbeat, the horns play a pedal F, G (02) for seven measures while the tenor 

saxophone begins with a phrase with F, G, B (026). The solo trumpet phrase starts 

with E, F#, D, E, G# (0246) than A, B, C, Db, Eb, Gb (01247T) from m. 70- 72 while 

the pedal (02) of the horns expands, adding the trombones on m. 71 playing B, C# 

creates an F, G, B, C# chord (0268).  

Then on the downbeat of m. 72 a "tutti" G except for trumpets, horns, and 

clarinets who join on the upbeat. The trumpets and horns join with a C, D, F, A, Bb, 

C# (013458), and clarinets joining with Ab, Bb, Eb (027).  

On m. 74, the pedal F, G (02) continues on the trombones while the tenor 

saxophone plays D, E, G#, F#, C (02468), and C#, G, A, B (0246) on m. 75. On the 

upbeat of m. 75 through m. 76, the clarinets play E, Gb, Bb (026).  

On m. 77, the pedal goes to the horns that play F#, A, D# (025) until the 

downbeat of m. 80, the bassoons and bass clarinet play from m. 77-78 Db, Eb, Bb 

(025) against the (025) chord on the horns previously mentioned.  

From m. 80- 81, there is a similar gesture very similar to m. 72-73, where most 

of the wind ensemble plays an A emphasizing the note as the tonal center and just like 

m. 72-73 the brass and clarinets play on the upbeat of m. 80. The difference between 

m. 72-73, and m. 80-81 is that on the entrance of the brass and clarinets the chord is 

different, brass play a (01235679) while the clarinets play a C major chord. The solo 

trumpet plays a D locrian ascending scale minus the C. In m. 81-82 the solo trumpet 

plays Bb, D, E (026). On m. 82, trombones play Bb, Db, Eb (025) chord followed by a 

parallel chromatic downward motion while the alto saxophone play G#, A#, F# (024) 

ostinato. 
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Figure 2.7 Alto saxophone ostinato m. 82-83 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

On m. 83, the horns play G, A, B#, C# (0246) chord as a pedal from the upbeat 

of m. 83 until m. 85 then m. 86, the chord changes to B, C, D, E (0135) until the 

downbeat of m. 87. On m. 87- 88, G# is established as the tonal center with a similar 

gesture to m. 72- 73 and 80- 81 with brass and clarinets again playing on the upbeat of 

the measure. The horns play Bb, C, D, F# (0248) chord while the trumpets play A, B, 

D#, E (0157), and the clarinets play F, G, C# (026).  

On pick up to m. 88 the trombones play a chromatic parallel fanfare with (026) 

landing on the upbeat of m. 88 with Ab, D, E (026). On m. 90, trombones land on a 

Bb, C, E (026) short chord while the horns hold the chord as a pedal, and tenor and 

alto saxophones play the same chord in sixteenth notes until m. 93. The oboe and 

piccolo play on m. 93 an ostinato very similar to the saxophones in m. 82-83 based on 

a (02468).  

Also, on m. 93- 95 B is the tonal center on the baritone and tuba that play it 

like the gesture already mentioned in measures: 72-73, 80-81, and 87-88. The upper 

woodwinds play a C, D, G#, A (0146) chord on the upbeat of m. 93 through m. 94. 

The solo trumpet plays Bb, C, D, E (0246) on m. 93. On m. 98- 99, C# is established 

as tonal center very similar to m. 93-95.  

From m. 100- 102 the bassoon plays a descending ostinato with D, C#, B, Bb, 

Ab, G (013467), tenor saxophone and keyboard against a chord played by the 

trumpets: A, B, D (025) and horns: B, C#, F, G (0268). When these two chords are 
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analyzed, they form a (013579).  On m. 103-104, B is established as the tonal center in 

the baritone and tuba and then, from m. 105-106 C functions as the tonal center.  

In m. 108-109 tuba and baritone establish A as tonal center, a chord of A, B, 

Eb (026) forms once we add the trombones playing above the low A, then the 

trombones 1 and 2 play a glissando to D and F# and trombones 3 and 4 play an A 

doubling the A of the tuba and baritone they move to G forming a G, D, F# (015) 

chord. Meanwhile, the keyboard, oboe, and piccolo are playing an ostinato figure 

similar to m. 91 and 92.  

 

  

Figure 2.8 Oboe m. 107- 110 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

On m. 110- 111, the baritone and trombones hold a Db, Eb, A (026) with the G 

played in sixteenth notes by the saxophones; it forms a (0268) chord. On m. 112- 113 

an E, G#, B, and clarinets play D in sixteenth notes forming an E7 chord (0258) 

followed by C#, B, C on the low brass with alto saxophones playing G and the solo 

trumpet playing F forming a (01268) while the flute and oboe play an ascending scale 

with D, Eb, F, G, Ab, Bb (013569) on m. 114-115.  

On m. 120, the horns play E, D, F# (024) until m. 123, where they play with 

the solo trumpet C#, Eb, F, G, G# (0157) while the saxophone, clarinet, and piccolo 

play the ostinato figure with D, E, C# (013) on m. 122. On m. 123 a C#, Eb, F, G, G# 

(01357) chord on the horn and solo trumpet followed by the bassoons, clarinets and 

alto saxophones playing sixteenth notes with Bb, A, G (013) and the solo trumpet 
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plays notes F, Gb (01) on m. 123-124 and B, A# (01), forming a mirror inversion from 

m. 123- 128 with F, Gb, B, A# (0156).  

On m. 126-128, trumpets play A, Bb, D (025), and horns play C, D, F (025), 

these two trichords form a pentachord of (02347). Then on the upbeat of m. 128 

trumpets play G#, Bb, C (024), and horns play C, D, E forming a (02468) pentachord 

and returning to the previous chord A, Bb, D, C, F (02347) from m. 129- 130 while 

the solo trumpet plays a repeated F, Gb, A (014).  

On m. 131- 133, the solo trumpet has a constant sixteenth note descending 

gesture followed by an ascending sixteenth notes gesture on the bass clarinet, bassoon, 

tenor saxophone, and baritone saxophone until m. 136, where the sixteenth notes 

continue on the clarinets establishing C, D, E (024) sonority with vibraphone playing 

on the downbeats and trumpets holding while on m. 137- 140 oboe and alto flute play 

B, Bb, Gb, F (0156) similar to the solo trumpet gesture in m. 123- 128.  

On m. 138, the sixteenth notes C, D, E (024) played by the clarinets are played 

by the bassoon and bass clarinet until m. 142, where the timpani plays constant 

sixteenth notes establishing a pedal C from m. 142- 152. The trumpets hold C, D, E 

(024) from m. 142- 145.  

From m. 144- 146 the horns and trombones play E, F#, G, Bb, C (02368). 

Meanwhile, from m. 141- 147 the woodwinds have a series of gestures with sixteenth 

notes, and the alto saxophone plays an octatonic 01 scale in quadruplets. From m. 147- 

151 trombones play a gesture in bells, the fourth trombone plays Bb on the downbeat, 

then the third trombone plays E on the downbeat of 148, then the second trombone 

plays F# on the upbeat of 148, and the first trombone plays A# on the downbeat of 149 

forming a Bb, E, F#, A# (026) chord. The trumpets play a series of (02) tetrachords 

from m. 149- 151 while the horn plays an ascending octatonic (01346) gesture until 

the downbeat of m.152, where surprisingly the 12-tone aggregate sixteenth note 

gesture that appears during the first section Con Libertad comes back, followed by 
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the solo trumpet playing an ascending octatonic (01346) gesture and the tenor 

saxophone playing also an octatonic (013467) gesture but descending, both playing 

sixteenth notes.  

From m. 156- 158 the bass clarinet, bassoon, tenor saxophone, baritone 

saxophone, and keyboard play a series of descending chromatic embellishments while 

the solo trumpet plays a descending in 4ths chromatic gesture until m. 158 where the 

meter changes to 4/4 and tempo goes to quarter note = 72, and Eb becomes the tonal 

center with the horns playing a Bb, C, D, E (02468) chord later. This two-measure 

segment has the solo trumpet playing a couple of phrases; the first has E, A, F, B 

(0157), and the second has B, C#, C, Eb, F, F# (012467). The tempo is reminiscent of 

the previous section Con Libertad.  

 

Expresivo (Expressive) m. 160- 222 
 

In the previous section, Veloz, the quarter note = 144 bpm and measures 158 

and 159, the tempo became half slower quarter note = 72; this slowing down for two 

measures serves as a transitional gesture for this section, where the tempo marking is 

quarter note = 56 being the slowest section of the piece. This section's meter is in 3/4, 

a meter that is new in the piece. Although Sierra has used a variety of collections that 

are not new sonorities at this point, the emphasis on certain collections tends to shift 

between certain contrasting sections of the piece.  

This section of the piece begins with an emphasis on the collection (0134) and 

certain variations of that collection found in the baritone in m.16 playing C, C#, Eb, E 

(0134) flute on m. 163-165 playing B, C, D, Eb, F, F#, A (0134679), the clarinet on 

the pickup to m. 163 playing C, D, Eb, F, F# (01346). The oboe plays a phrase in 

triplets with D, C, Bb, A, G (02357) on m. 165, while the baritone plays a syncopated 
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phrase with D, C, F (025). When the solo trumpet plays F, F#, G#, A (0134) at m. 167, 

the piccolo plays C#, D, E, F (0134), and not only this two collections are related but 

m. 167-169 anticipates the melody on the solo trumpet on m. 169- 172. While the solo 

trumpet is playing from m. 169- 174 the bassoon and baritone play a gesture in unison 

with B, D, E, F# (0247), and the tuba joins them in m. 172. The solo trumpet Plays A, 

Bb, C, D, Eb, F (013568). The tenor sax play triplets with B, C, D (013) at m. 174-

175, then D, C, B, A (0235) on m. 176-177.  

From m. 180- 192, the solo trumpet plays a series of connected phrases. In the 

first phrase has an ascending scale with F#, G#, A, Bb, C, Db, Eb, F (0134578T), the 

phrase continues with {D, Eb, C, B (0134)}{ F#, G, A, Bb, C (01346)}{ F, Eb, D, C 

(0235)}{ F, G, Ab, Bb, C, D (023579)}{G, A, Bb (013){ Bb, Eb, Gb, G, A (01347)}{ 

Bb, C, Db, Eb, F, Gb (013568)}{A, Ab, G (012)}.  

Meanwhile, this solo trumpet entrance on m. 180 occurs; the tonal center is in a 

pedal D on the tuba from 189 to 196. Pedal F# joins pedal D at m. 192, maintaining a 

major third as a pedal until m. 196. Pedal F# stays from m. 196, and horns continue 

the same gesture from m. 192-200, followed by baritone, who carries the pedal F# 

until m. 206 where bassoon takes the pedal F# until 214 then, tenor sax from 214-216 

and bass clarinet from 216-218 tonal center shifts to D# with a pedal on the tuba and 

bassoon m. 218- 222.  

  

Foreshadowing and fragmentation of themes: 

The oboe theme on m. 165 based on the prime form (0235) will appear on the 

tenor sax. on m. 174- 177, foreshadowing the entrance of the trumpet solo part on m 

203. The themes notes are: B, C, D, C, B, A, G, A, B. Prime form is (02357). This 

theme begins on the third beat of m—203 with the trumpet solo part, oboe, bassoon 
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playing the theme with altered rhythms. The theme appears then on beat two of m. 204 

on the alto flute, then on beat three on the tenor sax and piccolo. 

From m. 197- 217 the trumpet solo melody can be divided into three themes 

that are played within the ensemble with altered rhythms and fragments: 

 

Figure 2.9 Trumpet solo m. 197- 217 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

The first three measures of this phrase are on pick up to 197- 199 on the 

trumpet solo part shown below: 

 

Figure 2.10 Trumpet solo m. 197- 199 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

   

 

Figure 2.11 Vibraphone m. 197- 199 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 
 
 

 

Figure 2.12 Oboe on m. 199- 200 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 
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Figure 2.13 Bassoon m.199-200 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

 

The second part of the large phrase played by the trumpet solo in m. 200-202 is 

also treated in this manner as shown below: 

 

Figure 2.14 Trumpet solo m. 200- 202 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 
 
 

 

Figure 2.15 Alto saxophone pickup to m. 201-202 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.16 Piccolo on m. 201-202 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 
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The third theme on the solo trumpet part m. 203-206 is also treated similarly: 

 

 

Figure 2.17 Solo trumpet m. 203- 206 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 
 
 

 

Figure 2.18 Bassoon 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.19 Oboe 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

 

From m. 207- 217 the theme B, C, D, C, B, A, G, A, B is played on cell blocks 

containing this theme with altered rhythms that will be played in a constant 

accelerando until m. 218.  
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Figure 2.20 Score, m. 203-207 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 
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Figure 2.21 m. 208-212 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 
 

 From m. 208- 217, while the woodwinds play the cell blocks, the muted 

trumpets play a fanfare gesture with a D9 chord on m. 207, a Bb/b9 chord against a Gb 

Augmented seventh chord from m. 208-209. And, a Db9 against an F# half-

diminished seventh chord on the trombones and baritones.  
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From m. 213- 218 the horns add a series of cell blocks against trombone and 

baritone playing a Gb August 7 chord on m. 213, a D9 on the trombones on m. 214, a 

C, E, F#, B (0157) chord on 215 and an A#, C#, E#, F# (0158) from m. 216- 218. 

This section of the piece is the middle section in 3/4. It is a a meter that is not 

in the rest of the work. The tempo is also the slowest with the quarter note at 56 bpm. 

Unlike the sections Veloz and Movido, there is no relationship to other sections of the 

work. It features the solo trumpet melodic line with fragment played by other 

instruments. These fragments tend to have alterations of the rhythm while keeping the 

collections of pitches. The development of these phrases is exploited on m. 203, where 

several instruments play the 02357 of the solo trumpet with slightly different rhythms 

turning those into sell blocks that repeat aleatory while keeping the tonal center on a 

pedal F#. 

 

Movido (Moved) m. 223- 280 
 

This section begins in m. 223 has a march-like character. The meter is of this 

section is in 4/4, and the tempo is quarter note = 144bpm, the same tempo as Veloz 

section except this section has a binary subdivision instead of a ternary. From m. 223- 

231 the piccolo, flute, oboe, English horn, clarinet and bass clarinet and keyboard play 

constant eight notes with a downbeat chord of Bb, Eb, A (016) and an upbeat chord: 

G, F, D (026). Melodically the emphasis is on the collection (013468T) seen in the 

entrances played by the trumpet and alto saxophone in m. 224, clarinets in m. 225 and 

the solo trumpet entrance in m. 226. However, the phrase played in by the solo 

trumpet is rhythmically different with sixteenth notes instead of the eight notes 

phrases played before. 
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Figure 2.22 Alto sax. plays a sub-set (013468T) M. 224- 225 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

 

Figure 2.23 Trumpet 1 plays a fragment with the alto sax. sub-set (013468T) m. 224- 
225 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 
 

Clarinets continue the fragment played by the trumpets in m. 225: 

 

Figure 2.24 Clarinet, m. 225 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 
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Figure 2.25 Trumpet solo plays different phrase using sub-set (013468T) from 226- 
231 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

The trumpet solo sub-set (013468T) is used in both measures with 16th notes.   

 

                         (013468T)    (013468T) 
Figure 2.26 Solo trumpet m. 226- 227 and m. 229- 230 respectevily  
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 
On m. 230, the trumpet solo ends the phrase, the end of the phrase is answered 

by the wood winds on m. 232: 

 

 

Figure 2.27 Solo trumpet m. 230 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 
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Figure 2.28 Flutes 1, 2/ oboe/ clarinet 1, 2 Pick up to m. 232(013468T) 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

Meanwhile, harmonically the emphasis is on Ab, Bb (02), established by the 

trumpets and horns holding that (02) and the alto saxophone playing the same notes 

with the marimba in eight notes. Then only in m. 233 we get the constant eight-note 

gesture from m. 223 on the woodwinds again before the next solo trumpet entrance in 

m. 225. In m. 224 bass clarinet and baritone play an ostinato with F, F#, G# (013) in 

eight notes with accents on 1st, 4th, and seventh eight-note giving a 3/3/2 clave accent 

witch have the support of bassoon, tenor sax. and baritone sax playing only in those 

accents. The trumpet solo phrase from m. 225- 241 is like the previous phrase from m. 

226- 231 this time with a lighter texture. In this phrase, the solo trumpet is more 

exposed except for the F#, A (03) that the flutes are holding while the alto saxophones 

play in eight notes from 236-238, the clarinet playing G, A, B, C#, D (0135) fragment 

similar to m. 232.  
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The sixteenth notes on the trumpet solo m. 235 are C, D, Eb, F, G, A, Bb 

(013578T), or C dorian scale. On m. 236, the Trumpet Solo plays C#, D, E (013), m. 

237-238 plays C#, B, D (013), m. Two hundred thirty-nine plays F, Bb, C (027), m. 

240 plays C#, D, Eb, F, F# (0245). 

 

 

Figure 2.29 Trumpet solo phrase from m. 235- 241 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

In m. 241 the piccolo, flute, oboe, english horn, clarinet, and bass clarinet play 

the eight notes with chords (016) on the downbeats and (026) on the upbeats like m. 

223- 231. From measures, 242- 244, the phrase played by the woodwinds and low 

brass is related to the trumpet solo on m. 230. This phrase prime form is (01346) while 

the fragment on the solo trumpet of m. 230 is shorter (0134). However, this phrase 

incorporates two different transpositions of the same phrase, one beginning on A and 

the other beginning on Eb, these two phrases are related by T6. 

 

Figure 2.30 Oboe m. 242- 244 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 
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Figure 2.31 Bassoon 1 and 2 m. 242- 244 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 
 

On measures 245- 251, the solo trumpet passage begins with antecedent C, Eb, 

F, A, B, D  (023568) on m. 245- 247, consequent D, E, B (025), D, C, B (013), A, E, 

D, B, C (02357) on m. 248- 251. 

 

 

Figure 2.32 Solo trumpet m. 245- 247 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

The antecedent phrase played by the solo trumpet, fragmentation occurs with 

the bassoon (m. 246) and bass clarinet (m.246). The horns and trombone also 

harmonize this phrase with a (0236) chord on m. 246.  

 

Figure 2.33 Bassoon m. 246 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 
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Figure 2.34 Bass clarinet m. 247 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

 

Figure 2.35 Solo trumpet m. 248 with pick up through 251 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 
 

 

The rhythm during m. 248- 251/ 257- 259 is 4/4 in three, eighth notes create a 

clave 2/3/3 with accents. clarinets 1,2, alto sax. 1,2, and tenor sax subdivide in eighth 

notes with accents that emphasize 2/3/3 clave rhythm.  

 

 

Figure 2.36 Clarinet 1/2 m. 248- 250 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

 

Sierra also emphasizes accenting this rhythm by having flutes, oboe, English 

horn, and keyboard playing only on those accents.  
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Figure 2.37 Flutes, oboe, and English horn m. 248-250 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 
 

A similar pattern occurs during 257- 259, alternating the clave rhythm from 

3/2/3 to 3/3/2. Fragmentation of (023568) also occurs in m—251 in bass clarinet, 

bassoon, horn, and keyboard. 

 

Figure 2.38 Bass clarinet m. 251 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

 

 

Figure 2.39 Bassoon m. 251 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 
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Figure 2.40 Horn 1 m. 251 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 
 
 

In m. 252- 255 the clarinet, alto sax. and marimba have eighth notes with an 

(025) from m. 252 to 254 answered by the clarinets in m.254- 256. The clave rhythm 

implied is 3/3/2. 

 

 

Figure 2.41 Horn, m. 251 
Rapsodia for Trumpet & Wind Ensemble by Roberto Sierra 
Copyright © 1996 by Subito Music Publishing (ASCAP) 
All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission (edited) 

In measures 263-280, the ensemble divides into three groups doing different 

themes. The first is the lower voices with octatonic ostinato in eight notes (013467) in 

the bassoon, third and 4th trombone, baritone, tuba, and keyboard. The second one is 

the horns that play quarter notes with an (013679) chord, and the third group of 

instruments is the group of high woodwinds, including the piccolo, flutes, oboe and 
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clarinet that play their phrases starting with an (0236) in m. 264- 265, then (014) in m. 

266- 267. From m. 268- 272 these groups play a phrase with an (0146). In m. 270- 271 

the meter changes to 6/8. From 273- 276, the phrase this group plays is an (0124578), 

then on m. 277-278, the meter changes to 6/8, m. 279 the meter is in 5/8, m. 280, the 

meter is in 9/8. 

Veloz and Movido sections have the beat at 144bmp but with different meters. 

On Veloz, Sierra alternates between 6/16 and 2/4 with a muted solo trumpet before 

leaving the meter on 6/16. The 6/16 segments the muted solo trumpet plays over a thin 

texture. The 2/4 segments use 026 collections with dense textures, clave related 

rhythms, and syncopation. In most of Veloz section the sonorities are related to 

trichord 012. In Movido, the meter is a march-like constant 4/4 were the sonorities are 

related to 013 trichord woodwind play eighth notes with 016 on downbeats and 026 on 

upbeats. 

 

Coda: m. 281- 318 
 

The tempos and metrics are related to the previous segments of the piece. This 

is the main reason for labeling as the Coda, although is a section of the piece that the 

composer did not label. The main reason that the author labels it a coda is mainly 

because starting on m. 281 the tempos, meters, melodic, and harmonic material 

resemble sections of the piece that are not new material. On m. 281- 287, the 12-tone 

aggregate gesture comes back, just like the beginning section Con Libertad as a 

gesture of summarizing using the same tempo of quarter note = 72 and 4/4 meter. The 

solo trumpet plays similar phrases through this segment, these phases do not use the 

same rhythm, but similar and the same collections in most phrases if not all.  
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In m. 288- 305 the tempo goes to quarter note = 144 in a 4/4 metric, and the 

woodwinds play the eighth straight notes with the chords (016) on downbeats and 

(026) on the upbeats like Movido section. From m. 293- 305 Sierra changes the meter 

from duple to triple which is the difference of meter from Veloz (ternary) and Movido 

(binary).  

On m. 306, Sierra writes the marking Libero, while this measure has a fermata 

the opening phrase on the trumpet solo uses the motive C, Eb, F, A, B, D (023568) 

from m. 245 as a cadence gesture and adding cell blocks in the clarinet with 

(0134579), oboe with (0134), flute with (013569). On m. 307, the tempo starts at 

quarter note = 56, and more cell blocks appear in the 2nd clarinet (03) and piccolo 

(0134). The trumpet solo plays several phrases with (01346) in sextuplets, (0235) in 

64th notes, (01346) in quintuples of 64th notes, (01356) in quintuplets of 64th notes, 

(0134) in triplets of sixteenth notes and (014).  

Because the figures are so small, Sierra utilizes this to start an accelerando 

while the cell block keeps going until a climatic high Db on the trumpet solo on m. 

313 the tempo goes back to quarter note = 144 and a 4/4 meter on m. 313, 6/8 in m 

.314, 4/4 in m. 315, 3/8 in m. 316 and 4/4 from 317- 318. The very last phrase the 

trumpet solo plays is a (013467) octatonic 1,2. The piece with a last “tutti” gesture of 

the initial 12-tone. 

Coda: Is a micro version of the entire work. It begins with the 12-tone 

aggregate gesture like the beginning Con Libertad with the meter in 4/4 and at 

72bpm. On m. 288, the beat goes to 144bpm with a similar accompaniment to Movido 

on the rest of the ensemble. Measures 306-312 Sierra writes Libero. This indication is 

a cadenza based on the thematic material of m. 245. Measures 313-318 are similar to 

the previous sections with the beat at 144 bpm. The piece ends with a tutti 12-tone 

aggregate gesture. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

One important aspect when considering a new piece is playability. Roberto 

Sierra brings a playable and practical approach to Rapsodia while providing a unique 

piece that offers a unique harmonic language and new sonorities. It is a balance 

between creativity and realistic parameters that can still attract performers to this 

work. Dr.Steven Trinkle and Dr. Brian Shaw, both prominent performers, agree that 

Rapsodia is a unique piece and different from other solo repertoire that they have 

encountered. In particular, Dr. Steven Trinkle reacted to the form mentioning: 

 

I think Roberto has written some music that is easy to create a story. It may not 

be the story that he is actually thinking of, but in terms of melody and rhythm, 

he is giving the soloist a lot of ideas. And it is very rich. You jump from 

feeling a melancholic to joy, all of the emotions that you can think in an 

internal story. This piece makes it easy to do that. 

 

          Sierra gives the soloist an open framework where he provides just enough 

interpretive room for the performer to create a personal story. As a performer, it is an 

ideal element of the piece, as it is not too strict on the exact emotions the composer 

wants to portray. This aspect allows the performer to own and interpret Rapsodia in a 

more personal manner. 

The interviews noted that, particularly students who would like to play this 

piece, will find it more difficult without a wind ensemble to play along with them. As 

Dr. Trinkle and Dr. Brian Shaw mention, the piece does not currently have a piano 

reduction to make it more accessible for students to include in recitals. Furthermore, 

lacking a piano reduction does not allow players in general to have a first encounter 

with the piece to grasp the overall complexity in a smaller setting.  Regarding the 

technical skills required, Dr. Shaw mentions that he found the piece to be playable and 
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that a player familiar with modes and octatonic scales, part of the jazz language, 

should not have technical problems.  

These are easily recognized from the beginning with the opening section 

Libertad, which rapidly introduces the performers and audience with octatonic, lydian, 

and locrian scales, as well as Sierra's approach to combining the chromatic with the 

diatonic. 

One of the surprising aspects of Sierra’s compositional techniques is the 

emphasis he places on the ear as his main guidance for the ideas he composes. 

Musicians often work on ear training to develop listening skills that are essential when 

performing. However, the development of this practice is more rooted in tonal music, 

as music of this type has been in use for centuries compared to the development of 

atonality. Most trained musicians will easily distinguish a major, minor, augmented or 

diminished triad or seventh chords but not necessarily an 016, 024, or other 

combinations of trichords and tetrachords. While interviewing Roberto Sierra, he 

clearly stated that pitch-classes like 016, 026, 0156, 0134, 02468 (whole tone) are part 

of his language. Not necessarily because he follows compositional rules, but because 

he listens to those combinations in his ear and variations of those where he combines 

the chromatic with the diatonic to create both melody and harmony.  

Students should be introduced in a practical manner to performing post-tonal 

solo music and appreciate the level of expressiveness that post-tonal music can 

communicate. As composers transform and shape the language associated with the 

trumpet, performers need to expand and accept newer ideas to exploit the full capacity 

of expression that the trumpet has to offer. In the author's opinion providing a piano 

reduction would benefit the dissemination of this piece throughout the trumpet 

community. Roberto Sierra writes for the trumpet having in mind that there is 

conventional language in the trumpet literature that needs to be revolutionized.  
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Appendix A 
 

 List of most common collections and tonal centers  
 
 
Most common collections are: 

• Trichords: (026), (013), (014) 

• Tetrachords: (0134) 

• Pentachords: (01346) it is an elision of two (013) 

• Hexachords: (013468) or (013) with an (024) 

• Septachord: (0123456) Chromatic 

• Octatonic scale 

 
Pedal (02) and Tonal Centers: 

• Pedal (02): 

• (C, D) m. 34 

• (A, Bb) m. 57 

• (F, G) m. 65 

 
• Tonal Center 

• G#, m. 87 

• B, m. 93 

• C#, m. 98 

• B, m. 103 

• C, m. 105 

• A, m. 108 
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Appendix B 
 

 Initial e-mail correspondence to Roberto Sierra 
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Appendix C 
 

 Questions e-mailed to Roberto Sierra 
 
 
Dear Roberto Sierra, 
 
Thank you for your time and the opportunity to discuss your piece. I thought about the 
following question as a guide and with the purpose of including excerpts of this 
discussion in my research paper.  
 

1) Who was this Piece written to?  

RS: Dr. Steven Trinkle? I was on my way out of Milwaukee and had nothing 
to do with Cornell.  

RS: “I think it was for a group in Milwaukee”  

2) Why a Rhapsody? How does it fit with the definitions of it? 

RS: The Term Rapsodia has been used historically for to denominate pieces 
that are not a Sonata, Scherzo or song. It is a free form that is not subject to 
predetermined structures. It is a piece in sections, these sections are 
contrasting. It is a term that I have used for later works like I have used the 
term Rhapsody for other works like Rapsodico for violin and orchestra and 
Caribbean Rhapsody. 

OR: So, you did not want to follow these strict forms like the Concerto, 
Sonata? 

RS: Exactly, I wanted to have everything in one movement. 

3) Where does this piece stands in the evolution of your compositional style? 

RS: It is atonal, it can have tonal chords, but this piece does not have the 
Dominant-Tonic functions of a traditional tonal piece. Let’s called it free 
atonality since it is not a 12-tone piece. 

OR: I noticed a peculiarity, I counted these short-accented chords on the down 
beat and there are 12, I also found a 12 series on it. 
RS: Based on what you are saying, this gesture is a 12-tone aggregate.  It is a 
common contemporary technique.  
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RS: The 016, 026, 0156, are part of my language sometimes without knowing 
it, I just hear it. 0134, 026, 02468(whole tone) and variations of those. Is 
another subset that I use In Veloz 01246, it has the 026 hidden inside.   
 
RS: I describe it a system that can be used vertically or horizontally where 
diatonicism and chromaticism are combined. There are clusters like 0134 is a 
chromatic cluster where 2 is missing. I am creating a sonority that its not all 
chromatic or all diatonic. I like to use part of both and not entirely strict on one 
or the another. I don’t like to be dogmatic when I write. 
 
RS: I hear it, it is about what I hear and if it makes sense with my ear whether 
the music is tonal or atonal. For me it has to sound good.  
There are dogmas, academic dogmas and even though I teach in academia and 
have done it for over 25 years, my mentality is not academic. Art is art and the 
artist should feel free to do what he or she thinks is right thing to do and 
willing to face if he/she is right or wrong. But not be worried about other 
people think. Needs to me sense to you, what you learned and specially in your 
ear. There is a lot of contemporary music that does not make sense. You can 
not just put rules together and expect to have an artwork.  

 
4) How do you think about this piece after these years now that you are about to 

premiere a Trumpet Concerto? 

RS: The trumpet world is very conservative; the trumpet has not been out there 
in the big scenarios. Usually is like the principal trumpet of an orchestra wants 
a break and because there is not that many exposures of the soloist then it is a 
tendency to see the same solo works performed. there are not many trumpet 
soloists out there and a guy like Pacho who is capable of doing the standards is 
also looking to expand the repertoire by doing commissions is a big 
contribution to the Hispanic Trumpet Solo World. 

RS: After all these years I was satisfied. This piece is a transitional piece, I was 
leaving Milwaukee to go to New York at the time. Most of my compositions 
for the Milwaukee Symphony where tonal and this piece breaks with those 
habits. There are elements of Latin Rhythms. Combinations that sounds like an 
incomplete clave rhythm.   

RS: For me it was curious when I went to Eastman, it has been so long. I was 
surprised. I have a critical view about my pieces, and I was pleased with what I 
heard. Because I founded that the piece is interesting.  
 
RS: This piece is about transition from Milwaukee, in Milwaukee I was very 
into tonal music and this piece breaks with that. Latin rhythms are present in 
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rhythmic figures that seem like a clave but are incomplete. It is a unique piece 
that still has some elements that are still in my current music. 

 
5) Can you talk about “Tropicalization”, its development as a style? 

 

OR: Did you purposely have elements of “Tropicalization” in this piece 
besides? 

o 2/4 in Veloz 
o Movido m.248-250  

RS: Simply because the piece is written by a Puerto Rican composer. I don’t 
think we should be in a box when writing music. Bach wrote pieces in the 
Italian style and his music is considered German. We also have the right to be 
abstract in our compositions. Do we need to always pick up maracas and a 
guiro in order to be Puerto Rican? Or we can be something more and use 
atonal chords. There is a cultural problem. 

  
RS: “Tropicalization” is how I, a tropical being look at other modernism 
tendencies like for example European modernism or American modernism. 
And assuming a tropical and somewhat free attitude, which goes with the title 
of the piece. I don’t need to follow x or y dogma when I use these 
compositional tools for writing my music.  
 
RS: “Rapsodia” is Tropicalized, however is not necessarily follows a folkloric 
model. Is more abstract. This is result mainly of marketing and other influences 
like associating the Hispanics with the intuitive and not with the rational. The 
problem is that even Hispanics accept and support this idea.  
RS: If you look at many Latin American artists, they tend to pick up the 
folkloric material. 
 
RS: Some of the seminal composers that are influences in my music are 
Beethoven in the atomic (small motives) exploitation that he employs. 
Stravinsky, Bartok, French music and some German concepts like thinking of 
notes as a more abstract element for example the 12-note aggregate in the Con 
Libertad and the use of atonal motives. Of course, my mentor Ligetti is 
always an influence in my music even though my music is not like his but he 
influences some ideas and way of thinking.  
 
OR: Are these stylistic elements present in “Rapsodia”? 
 
RS: More or less yes.   
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In your analysis you found the more abstract elements like collections of notes 
used in a atonal approach, this is a practice that started with Schoenberg. 
Stravinsky’s influence in my music is in how he manages rhythm, the 
independence of rhythm and ostinatos. Bartok’s influence is in that the focus of 
all of this is has a poetic means, expressive, this influence comes from a 
tradition like the Hungarian Rhapsodies from Liszt.  
 
OR: Following this point of view, I see this piece as an interaction where the 
Solo Trumpet part has a Declamation and the Wind Ensemble reacts to it on 
the moment. I see this when I notice the fragmentation of certain phrases in the 
Wind Ensemble after the soloist plays. Would this be a correct idea to talk 
about this piece? 
 
RS: Seems like it. I actually did not look at a definition of Rhapsody, but I did 
though of doing something free or Rhapsodic. Looks like you have a correct 
description of this piece. 
 

6) Have you ever considered writing a piano reduction for “Rapsodia” in order to 
promote its performance among trumpet students? 

RS: I would love to but I just don’t have the time. In conclusion the upcoming 
Trumpet Concerto is more popular meaning that is more related to Salsa music. 
Some of the chords are similar. It follows a style like the salsa of Fania.  
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Appendix E 
 

 Questions e-mailed to Dr. Brian Shaw 
 
 
Orlando Ruiz 
orlando.ruiz@ttu.edu 
orlandoruiztrumpet@gmail 
832-774-0562 
 
Interview questions 
Dr. Brian Shaw 
Julian & Sidney Carruth Associate Professor of Trumpet and Jazz Studies 
Louisiana State University 
 
The following questions serve as a discussion of Rapsodia for Solo Trumpet and Wind 
Ensemble by Roberto Sierra and its relevance to the Trumpet Solo repertoire after its last 
performance on September 18th, 2019 at Eastman School of Music. Excerpts of this 
discussion are meant to be used in this research paper.  
 
(According to Brian Shaw, Pacho Flores has also played Rapsodia) 
 

1) Does this piece require new skills as a Trumpet player? 
 
BS:  Not really, it goes to up to a high Db in mm.313. No extended 
Techniques. Straight forward. 

 

2) Are there any unusual challenges in putting this piece together? 
 
BS: The fact the there was nothing to listen. I wanted to hear it. Con Libertad 
and mm. 281. The “tutti” chords placement is kind of random so I had to 
marked it in my part. I asked them to record rehearsals. 
 
OR: Considering that this piece is atonal 

 
BS: I don’t think so, I didn’t have to fit in into the ensemble. The trumpet part 
is very independent. The big structural places where key into knowing my 
liberties.  
BS: The mute change is one of the hardest. Not a lot whole of time to do it, not 
impossible but it needs to be practiced. 
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3) Why did you choose to perform this piece? 
 
BS: I didn’t really choose this, Mark Scatterday said to me: “Hey I wanted to 
record and perform this piece would you do it? Scatterday is a big champion of 
Sierra’s music. I think he did it because is originally for Wind Ensemble.  

 

4) How do you see this piece in the Trumpet repertoire? 
 
BS: I think is an important early piece in Sierra’s catalog. The music is very 
playable, not an impossible piece. Unlike other contemporary works this is 
very approachable compared to other works written in the last 25 years.  

OR: Can you compare this piece to other contemporary works? 

BS: Seems to stand by its own. Probably Red Shift by Bret William D, It is 
similar at the beginning and end and middle section is lyrical is probably.    

 

5) How do you prepare to perform this piece? 
 

OR: Libero among other sections: How did you approach this part? 
 
BS: Saxophones are supported to start and then I waited for their pattern.  
 

6) Was there a refence you use for your performance? 
 
BS: Other than some rehearsals from Pacho Flores, no. It was nice because I 
was able to put my own interpretation of it. 

BS: I could not find any recording of it. Sierra told me that he thinks that the 
piece hasn’t been played since the premiere in 1996 or 1997 other than Pacho 
Flores. Probably premiered in Michigan.  
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7) Did you do any analysis on the piece prior to the performance? If so, how did it 
affect your performance? 
 
BS: I analyzed the score a little bit nut nothing normal, I did notice the 
octatonic scales and luckily, I have those on my fingers from the jazz aspect. 
What I am not used to is to play those on my C trumpet. 

OR: Recommendations for performing these piece 

BS: It is hard to recommend because there is no reduction of it. In terms of just 
preparing the piece there is a lot of value on it. If there is a reduction it would 
definitely be performed more. There are not many options that are good for 
students to play atonal solo repertoire. It is a very strong composition.  

8) How does this piece make you grow as a performer? 
 
BS: I am not sure if it made me grow as a performer but defiantly as a 
musician. I was focused on making the musical phase work with the ensemble 
and communicating with these aleatory devices where you jump in and out of 
the texture and finding a way to work as a cohesive whole was a growing 
experience.  
 

9) Con Libertad (with Freedom) how it was rehearsed? 
 
BS: The ensemble is in strict tempo. I pushed it a little bit making sure I landed 
on certain spots with the Wind Ensemble.  
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 Initial e-mail correspondence with Dr. Steven Trinkle 
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Appendix G 
 

 Questions e-mailed to Dr. Steven Trinkle 
 
 
Orlando Ruiz 
orlando.ruiz@ttu.edu 
orlandoruiztrumpet@gmail 
832-774-0562 
 
Interview questions 
For Dr. Steven Trinkle 
 
The following questions serve as a discussion of Rapsodia for Solo Trumpet and Wind 
Ensemble by Roberto Sierra and its relevance to the Trumpet Solo repertoire after the 
piece was premiered. 
Excerpts of this discussion are meant to be used in this research paper.  
 
 

1) Can you talk to me about yourself, your relationship with Roberto Sierra and 
the story behind this piece?  
 
ST: I knew Roberto before the premiere for this piece. He was composer in 
residence for Milwaukee Symphony.  
 
I was working at the University of South Carolina in 1995. The year later the 
Band director Jim talked to me that he was part of a consortium and shortly he 
presented the piece to me.  
I am surprised that I was the first one to play it because this consortium was of 
several universities or people that come together to pay for the piece.  
 
It was not written for me; the group of universities pay for this piece.  
 
The piece was premiered on Nov. 4, 1996. I believed the piece was completed 
shortly before. 
 

2) Does this piece require new skills as a Trumpet player? 
 
ST: In terms of playing on the trumpet it was a normal piece. It was not 
difficult, the trumpet solo itself, any fine player can play it. Maybe it could be a 
challenge for a university student or a graduate. This piece plays quite well.  
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3) How do you see this piece in the Trumpet repertoire? 

ST: I think that there is one big problem and that is that there is no piano score. 
I would have played the piece several times if I had a piano score, but the score 
is only for Wind Ensemble. I would have used the piece on many recitals I 
played because I thought it was a good piece. I thought it had important ideas, 
construction, harmonies. It would have been very interesting to an audience. 
One of the challenges we trumpet players have is that quite honestly trumpet 
music isn’t very good, and I say this in comparison to what string players have 
even what woodwind players have. I have been a professor for 42 years; I think 
I’ve just about all of it.  There is a handful of pieces that I would like to hear 
and possibly may have had a good following if it had a piano score.  

My masters and doctoral students who would like to play this piece don’t have 
a Wind Ensemble available to do something like this and it is difficult to 
convince Wind Ensemble Conductors to play something like this if there is no 
recording of it. 

 

OR: Can you compare this piece to other contemporary works? 

ST: I can, a piece by Eon Young lee called “Somewhere” this was the meanest 
performance because it seems as if it was written on a computer. Also, 
Caroline Sky by Augusta Reid Thomas  

 
4) How do you prepare to perform this piece? 

ST: I think Roberto has written some music that is easy to create a story. It 
may not be the story that he is actually thinking of but in terms of melody and 
rhythm he is giving the soloist a lot of ideas. And, it is very rich. You jump 
from feeling a melancholic to joy, all of the emotions that you can think in an 
internal story. This piece makes it easy to do that. 
He represents a newer step in the evolution of Latin music. He puts a 
seriousness on it that makes the player not feel his music as dance music or 
pop music but a seriousness that it is a classical interpretation of “Latino” 
emotions. 
I looked at the piece into sections, by tempos and by melodic constructions. I 
worked around the various difficulties. To establish the melodies and the 
rhythm so it becomes natural when I play it.  
 As you prepare the solo by itself without the knowledge of really the other 
parts you become surprise when you put it together with the Wind Ensemble 
and I certainly was. 
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(12-tone aggregate) I think is one of the beauties of the piece. 
This piece would be better if performed with one person per part.  
 

5) What suggestions did you received from Roberto Sierra? 
 
ST: None, no instruction whatsoever. No indication or ideas about the 
performance. 

ST: Easy for a performer to create a story. The success of any piece like this 
depends on the world vision of the performer. You have to be a citizen of the 
world in order to have success with something like this.  

  

6) Did you do any analysis on the piece prior to the performance? If so, how did it 
affect your performance?  
 
ST: There was a bit, I only looked at the score to notate what was happening 
against me. In terms of theoretical analysis no.  

 

7) What can you recommend to a student that chooses to perform this piece for a 
recital? 

ST: It has to be for an advanced player because the different techniques must 
be mastered prior to play this. The student must have a broad knowledge of 
how to play different styles before playing a piece like this.  

 

8) How does this piece make you grow as a performer? 
 
ST: This piece of music is a story; it has all sort of emotions. The challenge is 
to bring the music alive and to bring the audience to you and convince them 
that this is a great piece of music. 
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Appendix H 
 

 Program of official Premiere of Rapsodia for Solo Trumpet & Wind Ensemble 
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